
Rules for Solo Play
Once you have familiarised yourself with the gameplay from the Laws of the Game 
these rules cover drafting, tactic, team selection and boost play for playing against arti�-
cial intelligence managers.

DRAFT
Deal face up 1 goalkeeper and 2 out�eld players to you and the same to the opposition 
manager.
Now shu�e together all the remaining player and goalkeeper cards and deal 10 of these 
cards face up as the draft pool. 
The opponent will now draft with you – Order the 10 cards in the draft pool from high-
est to lowest salary value. 

There is one AI manager included in the rules below. For more AI managers as they are 
released go to fasisac.com/solo

AI Manager: LORENZO GALEANO
Challenge:                                     .

 
Mr Galeano drafts �rst. For each of Galeano’s draft picks he rolls the D12. On a 1-7 he 
picks the player in the pool with the highest salary. On rolls of 8 to 10 he picks the player 
with the 2nd highest salary and on rolls of 11 or 12 he picks the player with the 3rd 
highest salary*. The draft is over when both players have a full squad of 8 players. 
*Special cases: If the dice roll would ever result in Galeano picking three goalkeepers, he 
rerolls. If there is no 3rd highest salary the highest salary player is picked.
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TACTIC
Select your own tactic �rst.

Count the number of specialists the opposition has for each of the 6 tactics. The two 
tactics with the highest count of specialists are his best tactics. Often there will be more 
than two best tactics, e.g. A manager has 5 Sit Deep        specialists and 4 specialists for 
each of Direct        and Possession        . In this case all 3 tactics cards are his best tactics.
Shu�e their best tactics cards together and select one at random. Remember you 
should do this after you have selected your tactic. This is their chosen tactic.

STARTING LINE-UP
Throughout starting line-up selection if there are multiple players or no players who 
meet any of the selection criteria – the available player with the highest salary is select-
ed.
GOALKEEPER 
GK – If they only have one goalkeeper – he’s in. If they have more than one, they select a 
goalkeeper with their chosen tactic icon if possible, otherwise they select by highest 
salary.
OUFIELD STARTING PLAYERS – D, ML, MR and S
To pick the four starting out�eld players Galeano picks all the players with the chosen 
tactic speciality he is using and �lls the rest of his starting line up by picking from the 
remaining players in his squad by highest salary.
From these four starting out�eld players he places in positions as follows:
D - Place the player with the highest tackling in the defender (D) position. If multiple 
players meet this condition then select by lowest skill and if there are still multiple 
options select by highest salary
S - From the remaining out�eld starting players he places the player with the highest 
shooting value. If there are multiple players who meet this condition then place by high-
est skill and �nally highest salary. 
ML – Place by highest salary
MR – Whoever is left!
Calculate attacks and boosts using the tactics cards PLAYER BONUS and VERSUS BONUS 
as normal. Shu�e the home and away attacks into the event deck and deal boost cards 
out to each manager.
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BOOSTS
Lorenzo Galeano will have his boost cards in a boost deck with one card face up on top 
as the active boost. At the �rst opportunity that boost is relevant (e.g. a tackling boost 
on a tackling roll) it is used and then discarded. The next boost card is now turned over 
on top of the deck and is the active boost.
If there is a luck boost reroll turned over, Galeano keeps it to one side and saves it for the 
�nal attack of the half using it in the �rst head to head of that attack if necessary. 
Any team shape rerolls are discarded as are additional luck rerolls.

HALF TIME AND SECOND HALF
At half time Galeano selects his tactic and starting line-up following the same rules as 
the �rst half.  Check the tactic cards for how many home and away attacks, shu�e into 
the new event deck and deal out additional boost cards. Unused boost cards are carried 
over to the second half.
The second half is played out in the same way as the �rst until the �nal whistle. 
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